
WRITE AWAY DUNDRUM CINEMAS

Movies @ Dundrum, multiplex cinema in Dundrum Town Centre, Dublin, brings You can waltz the night away with
AndrÃ© Rieu - the majestic waltz has been such .. Shakespeare wrote this play in the early s, yet it remains
astonishingly.

It takes a lot to disappoint me. We approached the counter and asked for tickets and were informed abruptly
that there was only a VIP showing, we questioned why the listing screens said that it was showing in two
screens and the cashier just repeated his previous statement. Anyhow long story short it was sold out. I went to
see Hairspray and the aspect ratio was stretched vertically, clipping off a quarter of the frame. More choice
and better quality over all. Reasonably priced tickets. Its showing times are infrequent and awkward, unless a
film is Harry Potter, it generally gets booted to a pm slot, which of course makes it more expensive too. We
arrived at the cinema and noticed on the listing screens that the film we wished to see was showing in two
screens at 3. They dress like it's a Paris fashion week. The advantage is you have access to the best shopping
centre in Dublin! I've been known to go multiple times a week. It really ruined the whole experience of that
movie for me as it is a musical and the whole time I was aware that I was not "immersed" in it as I could not
hear it properly. Open for just over 10 years now, the Luas Green line tracks most of its route, as far as Brides
Glen, and the old station at Dundrum has been turned into a busy commuter stop. Moving onto price! I've been
distracted from enjoying a film enough times for this to be a problem. In fact the only reason my partner goes
to the cinema these days is for the popcorn, so this is a massive let down! Old factories vanished years ago. I
on the other hand will try to go there next time at an odd time as I'm not a fan of the regular or crowds. Overall
it's an amazing cinema! If you sit in the front row and you're vertically challenged like me you'll have to peep
out over the rail. It's got all the snack and drinks options you expect from a cinema though let me say, there
nacho and cheese sauce It's loses a couple of marks because it's overpriced and that's non VIP. Only think to
put me off. Dundrum is defiantly the best branch of the "Movies " franchise in Dublin! My boyfriend and I
had a Tuesday afternoon free and a trip to the cinema was the obvious choice. In those days, traffic wardens
were unimagined. I would love to be able to rave about this place as I was excited all day to go to the cinema
on Friday gone. It took for someone to run out and flag down an attendant before it was fixed, 10 minutes after
the movie had begun. It's clean, comfy and the staff are friendly. Their snacks and drinks are quite expencive,
but this is usual in most cinemas. Its construction started in ; next March will see the 10th anniversary of its
opening. Unfortunately we had no other reason to come to Dundrum and did not want it to be a completely
wasted journey. Awesome, one of the best cinemas in the country. The popcorn can be a hit or miss sometimes
it can be stale. Horrible experience. You know what, I've been looking for an excuse to air my complaints
about this theatre for some time and now, thanks to Yelp, I've found it! After tallaght this is one of the best
cinemas.


